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bl4x is a more feature-rich choice for nintendo 64 emulation, and its probably the most realistic choice for an emulator that wont make you want to rip your n64 out of your hands if you dont own the console. it comes with a ton of features that arent available on any other nintendo 64
emulator including a fast, easy-to-use emulation plugin and a fairly advanced paging system that allows you to tweak many settings without having to touch your game files. bl4x also has a ton of awesome features like the ability to use the analog sticks to control your game, adjust the

games aspect ratio, and even allow for a virtual gamecube controller. most of the features are intuitive and easy to get to, which makes bl4x easier to use than any other nintendo 64 emulator, and its very customizable so you can pretty much create your own unique experience. its
another very satisfying nintendo 64 emulator with tons of features. the gamecube emulator is a fantastic choice for gamecube emulation, and it comes with a ton of nice features like the ability to use the analog sticks as a gamecube controller, support for both ntsc and pal gamecube

games, and a whole slew of gamepad and controller support. the emulator has a lot of features, some of which arent even obvious at first, but once you get used to them, youll find them very useful. for instance, you can use the analog sticks to control your game with ease, but the
emulator also allows for you to use the gamepad as the controllers for individual game files on the external card. it can be a bit difficult at first to get the emulator to recognize your controller, but once you get the hang of it, youll see why its actually a pretty cool feature. for example, if
you have a ps3 gamepad with dual analog sticks, you can easily use those sticks for the game file, which is a feature that youll see many gamecube emulators lacking. finally, the emulator isnt too heavy on features, and even if youre able to run gamecube games, most of the features

youll find wont be useful. still, its worth a look if youre a gamecube fan.
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